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make work decent, that is, life-sustaining, we rely upon employment standards forged with the Western and white male industrial worker as the prototype. It first traces the conflation of care workers with domestic workers under the truncated and limited residual welfare state of the United States. It then considers the recognition of domestic workers as workers through the aspirational but limited convention making process of the International Labor Organization, which passed Convention #189, “Decent Work for Domestics,” in 2011. Organizations of domestic, including care, workers, sought to redeploy the ties that bind in seeking social justice and inclusion in labor standards regimes. In the process, these workers have challenged the individual nature of rights, pushing a consideration of interdependency as central for economic life and a just society. Nonetheless, their claims remain haunted by a persistent separation of love and money, which refuses to accept that commodification of carework can produce real care. Domestic workers insist on being treated like all other workers even while underscoring how their location in the home, engagement with intimate labor, and legacy of servitude differentiates them from other labor.
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I. INTRODUCTION
“Respect the work that makes all other work possible,” exhorted Domestic Workers United in lobbying for legislative protection in New York State in the 2000s. “Domestic Work Contributes To Our Society: Work Like Any Other” proclaimed a postcard available for download from the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 2015. “All the homes that we work in must become a fair home, treat us with respect, recognize that our work is decent work, and decent work needs decent pay,” declared Myrtle Witbooi, the President of the International Domestic Worker Federation (IDWF), a year later.

In promoting “My Fair Home” and other initiatives, the ILO, the IDWF, and national organizations of domestic, household, and care workers have appealed to the employers of some 67 million laborers, mostly women, who “cook, clean, and care for children and the elderly.” Such advocates have sought to place those who toil in private homes under legislation to end their exploitation. In doing so, the international movement of household/domestic workers has deployed discourses of fairness, worth, and interdependency similar to those that have framed the struggle of domestic and care workers for recognition in the United States over the last half-century.

This article analyzes the struggle for decent work in the home by focusing on tactics of representation and the use of emotive discourse in two settings: the United States during the 20th century and at the ILO in the last decade. To make caring laborers legible, it argues, we call them “work” and to make work decent, that is, life-sustaining, we rely upon employment standards forged with the Western and white male industrial worker as the prototype, as seen in the ILO campaign for “Decent Work for Domestics” and in the state-level pushes in the United States for domestic worker “bill of rights, as well as earlier debates over labor standards coverage for home care and domestic workers.” Can such redefinitions improve paid household labor? Can labor standards regimes account for the affect, or social

and cultural feelings, and difficult emotional labor involved in doing care work well? What are the ideological, political, or representational obstacles to naming “care” as “work” and “work” as “employment”? Recognition of the value of “care” as “work” is historically contingent and dependent on larger systems of state provision, such as the organization of health systems, the sexual division of labor in the family and other workplaces, and gender and racial regimes, amongst other political, social, and cultural factors. Yet household workers worldwide have shared invisibility from laboring in family dwellings removed from public scrutiny and from being placed outside of labor protections. In the last decade, they have refused such containment.

With care associated with the ties that bind, with the characteristics of the labor subsumed into the identities of the workforce, predominately female, African American, and immigrant in the United States and migrant (rural to urban, less to more prosperous countries elsewhere), care long has stood apart from work or employment, jobs covered by the labor law. The labor standards that emerged in the United States during the New Deal of the 1930s, as with those promulgated since the 1920s by the ILO, privileged the industrial worker, disproportionately white and male. Nations constructed the occupations of domestic service and home care through policies that excluded these jobs from labor standards. In the United States, these jobs became the perfect place to dump “welfare” recipients under workfare programs in which, as a condition of receiving benefits, recipients must labor without...
pay. In reaction, workers joined with employers and those whom they tended, sometimes called consumers, to struggle for quality care and decent work.

However, there were ghosts in the room: cultural understandings that domestic labor is women’s work; the expectation that wives, mothers, and daughters will care out of love or obligation; and the association of paid domestic labors in the U.S. case with slavery and servitude, with first African Americans and increasingly with immigrant women of color, a racialization that reinforces the refusal to value such work or understand the skill involved that counter appeals to the significance of the labor for the maintenance of daily life. What happens when those who perform care and household work for pay demand inclusion in a legal system forged to benefit others? Is equal treatment enough to end unequal work when affect interferes with the power of rights?

This article compares two cases that have led to these questions. It first traces the conflation of care workers with domestic workers under the truncated and limited residual welfare state of the United States. It then considers the recognition of domestic workers as workers through the aspirational but limited convention making process of the ILO, which passed Convention #189, “Decent Work for Domestic,” in 2011. Organizations of domestic, including care, workers, sought to redeploy the ties that bind in seeking social justice and inclusion in labor standards regimes. In the process, these workers have challenged the individual nature of rights, pushing a consideration of interdependency as central for economic life and a just society. Nonetheless, their claims remain haunted by a persistent separation of love and money, which refuses to accept that commodification of carework can produce real care. Moreover, domestic workers insist on being treated like all other workers even while underscoring how their location in the home, engagement with intimate labor, and legacy of servitude differentiates them from other labor.

II. THE PROBLEM OF HOME

The (de)valuing of domestic and care labor as work, while not restricted to the United States, nonetheless encountered fewer countervailing structures there. Indeed, the notion that a man’s home is his castle curtailed regulation of multiple forms of home labor in Europe and Latin America as well as in the United States. From the late nineteenth century, courts have generally upheld the privacy of the

13. See Boris & Klein, Caring for America, supra note 11; see also Merike Blofield, Care Work and Class: Domestic Workers’ Struggle for Equal Rights in Latin America (2012).
home as a sphere cordoned off from inspection. The illusion was that the home existed apart from the market. As one state court in the U.S. proclaimed in 1939, home “is a sacred palace for people to go and be quiet and at rest and not be bothered with the turmoil of industry.” As Supreme Court Justice John Marshall Harlan explained in 1961, “the sweep of the Court’s decisions . . . amply shows that the Constitution protects the privacy of the home against all unreasonable intrusion of whatever character.”

With the Court understanding the home to be “a place of family and personal relationships,” the presence of employment therein posed a conundrum. The understanding of a man’s possessions extended not only to his family and objects, but also to those who labored for him. Waged labor was both out of place at home but so was state regulation therein. At stake in legal battles were freedom of contract and the sanctity of private property. This state of things obscured household laborers as “workers”—as did the stigmatization that has stuck to the labor as a legacy of slavery and servitude.

Those who seek to organize care and other forms of household work have had to confront historic legacies. These include the exceptional place of the home in representations and ideologies, the racialization of the labor, and structures forged during the twentieth century within a male breadwinner regime and a Fordist mode of industrial organization. The devaluation of care work then persisted under neoliberalism, the political economy that embraces the market and substitutes private enterprise and charity for government regulation and social welfare. Even intimate labors, such as care and sex, have taken on market forms, or become commodified, moving from unwaged offerings, associated with women, into forms of income generation. To gain recognition or legibility that is, legitimacy, care workers continue to demand to be treated and classified like all other workers.

III. LABORS OF LOVE?

Central to understanding the politics of home laborers are the affects circulating around such work and its location. Emotive discourses about race, family, womanhood, and motherhood stick to public policy, as queer theorist Sara Ahmed might say, and thus influence how the state organizes domestic labor and how activists seek to organize home-based workers. Marxist feminist theorist Rosemary Hennessy defines affect “as an integral component of the cultural forms and social relations through which needs are met.” Within discussions of care and domestic work, multiple types of affective emotion rub against each other, generating wounds: the affect of care for one’s own, the social needs to

17. See Boris, Home to Work, supra note 16.
21. See generally Evelyn Nakano Glenn, Forced to Care: Coercion and Caregiving in America (2010).
22. See generally David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (2007).
23. See generally Intimate Labors: Cultures, Technologies, and the Politics of Care (Eileen Boris and Rhacel Parreñas, eds. 2010).
care for those who cannot care for themselves, and the responsibility to reward those who do the work of care. 24

Struggles during the last decades created a paradox: the affects deployed in public debates to win legal inclusion circulate the emotions that stick to care, including the practice of love that has justified classifying care apart from work. At the same time, employment based on the employer-employee relationship is undergoing a profound unsettling. As the fissured workplace has replaced the standard employment contract and as contingent labor and part-time work have expanded, work for all now resembles work for women in being part-time, intermittent, and low-paid, located in the very informal economy that care and domestic workers have dwelled. In short, in seeking to become like all other workers, care workers are actually becoming the model for others as more workers drop out of labor standards coverage into the shadow economy. Their precarity has become our precarity. We are they. 25

To claim care worker exceptionalism, even in exclusion from labor laws, tends to reinforce the separation between love/money, care/work, female/male, which denial of rights and fair compensation depend upon. Care workers do not stand alone in their non-recognition. “Workers,” by definition, can only be free men. Accordingly, the unfree—the indentured, the enslaved, inmate, or convict/prisoner—are legally dead as “workers.” The independent yeoman farmer, the mythic figure of independence, devolved into the industrial wage earner. But sharecroppers, farm hands, and migrant pickers long stood outside the law, as did white collar, sales, and public employees. 26

Similarly, the woman worker was an aberration, an impossibility, when the embodiment of the worker was male. 27 Over the last hundred and fifty years, the very naming of the female worker denigrated her: women in factories and offices were “mill girls,” “typewriters,” “office wives,” “Girl Fridays,” or “Kelly Girls.” 28 Women went to work for pin money, were temporary or part-time workers, and would get married and return home to have babies. Referred to as the sex, they appeared as mothers, but not “workers.” 29

29. Kessler-Harris, supra note 27.
Conversely, the “worker” was the brawny mechanic, craftsman, miner, steel puddler and auto assembler, a man’s man. In this representational hierarchy, white-collar employees of all sorts were suspect as being feminized organizational men, bureaucrats, not workers. Race, ethnicity, and citizenship status inflected all of these categories, as did corresponding notions of dependence and independence. Such constructions entered into the laws that would protect workers, setting wages and hours, health and safety requirements, and rules for collective organization. Law and policy both reinforced and reflected conceptions of the worker.

IV. THE U.S. CASE

Care work as employment has lacked legal regulation as work. In the 1930s, the home aide emerged as a distinct occupation. In the 1950s, there were scattered attempts by social workers to make home care into a good job, that is, one with regular hours, benefits, and at least the minimum wage. In spite of the War on Poverty, emphasis on service provision and career ladders during the1960s, the work became confused with both domestic service and routine family maintenance. Consumers, their families and other care professionals continued to misrecognize the non-relative home care worker as a “cleaning lady,” while government agencies still disregarded the labor of relatives who work as personal attendants as more than “just moms.” Such associations, along with the home location, contributed to the low status, lack of training, poor working conditions, and inadequate pay of home care workers. These obfuscations operated nationally and in each of the states.

30. Ava Baron, Masculinity, the Embodied Male Worker, and the Historian’s Gaze, 69 INT’L LAB & WORKING CLASS HIST. 143, 143-60 (2016); see generally Daniel Bender, Sweated Work, Weak Bodies: Anti-Sweatshop Campaigns and Languages of Labor (2004); see generally Miriam Frank, Out in the Union: A Labor History of Queer America (2014).
32. Id. at 40-67.
33. Id. at 68-93.
34. Shelia M. Neysmith and Jane Aronson, Home Care Workers Discuss Their Work: The Skills Required to ‘Use Your Common Sense,’ 10 J. OF AGING STUD. 1, 8 (1996).
35. Boris & Klein, Caring for America, supra note 11, at 94-209.
Policymakers offered conflicting signals about the characteristics of the home care worker. Some sought to distinguish homemaker from housekeeping services, the visiting homemaker from the domestic servant. Uniforms would mark the care worker from the maid just as Registered Nurses reinforced a nursing hierarchy through uniform type and color. The New Deal called for a professional dress code for visiting housekeepers, but only cleanliness for maids. In the 1960s, the National Council for Homemaker Services, an association of private and public family and welfare agencies, suggested special emblems. In 1964, Dr. Ellen Winston, U.S. Commissioner of Welfare, explained, "the homemaker is not a domestic servant; yet she does light housecleaning and laundry. She is not a nurse; but she can follow directions of a doctor or nurse in simple health care of the patient." When policymakers and commentators disassociated the care worker from the maid, she became a substitute mother. At a time when most homemaking services addressed problems of child welfare, advocates portrayed the homemaker as "a mature woman who is skilled in home management and in caring for children." According to the National Council on Homemaker Services, the job required "warmth, concern for people, tolerance, emotional maturity" and an "inherent ability to give of one's self in helping others." She would facilitate the move from dependency to independence or independent living. This description contained its subaltern other: the domestic help signified pure labor, rather than motherhood and care. The home aide undertook both the menial and "spiritual" tasks of care work. But her association with the maternal had its own underside: the act of caring out of love or obligation undermined the status of worker.

Care workers could not fully escape conflation with servants. In part, demographics brought the two together: New Deal visiting housekeepers were disproportionately African American, and unemployed domestic workers at that. The law reinforced such perceptions. Domestic workers fell outside of the Wagner Act and the Fair Labor Standards Act. So when courts classified nurse-companions and other in-home care workers hired directly by clients as domestic servants, they too became ineligible for old age insurance, unemployment, collective bargaining, minimum wages, maximum hours, or other labor laws. Courts distinguished such workers from those protected by labor laws by emphasizing the characteristic of intimacy or personalism that distinguished workers associated with the

37. Boris & Klein, Caring for America, supra note 11, at 33-34.
38. Id.
42. Doscher, supra note 39, at 14-17.
44. Boris & Klein, Caring for America, supra note 11, at 24.
home and family. Courts also presumed a familial or protective relation within a patriarchal household. When states like California and Illinois would allow family members to be paid for home care, such legal exclusion overdetermined the mingling of tasks performed as part of family labor with those paid for as employment. To the extent domestic workers came under the fiction of being "like one of the family," they fell under such reasoning that family members were not subject to labor standards.

V. Post WWII Debates

Post-WWII policy debates reflected both the disassociation of home labor with employment—as seen in the exclusion of those with "full-time housekeeping responsibilities" from the right to a job under the proposed Full Employment Act of 1945—and attempts to elevate paid household labor as a worthy occupation. For example, business opponents of disability insurance envisioned homemakers tempted by the promise of benefits because of a "backache" or 'nervous condition' to claim women's disability when "we all know that many women are not regular members of our working force." Yet, despite supporting their own dependents, domestics appeared as "casual workers and day workers," unable to labor at "more demanding employments" even though their work served "an adjunct to the proper maintenance of many homes."

In arguing for including household workers in Social Security, women's organizations and the U.S. Women's Bureau inadvertently exposed the affect surrounding such labor. The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs argued in 1949 for valuing women's family labor and by extension the domestic worker: "if we are to be equitable, there must be some standard established whereby the intangible contributions as a wife, homemaker, and mother can be evaluated." As the American Home Economics Association explained, "Others have a low regard for her job, and that stigma against 'domestic service' prevents many who would really enjoy the work from going into it. Her general feeling of insecurity, of being at the mercy of her employer's whim is bad for her psychologically." Claiming equal protections for household workers, a spokeswoman for the United States Section of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom evoked well-being in declaring.

47. Glenn, supra note 21, at 88-120, 128-138; North Whittier Heights Citrus Association v. NLRB, 109 F.2d. 76, 88 (1940).
48. Boris & Klein, Caring for America, supra note 11, at 189-192.
52. Id. at 1506-7 (1949) (statement of Elmer W. Henderson).
"No worker should be penalized because she chooses to earn her living by those activities in the home which contribute so largely to the comfort of us all."56

Activist household workers dramatized a more complex calculation. For example, an immigrant from Germany who had labored as a domestic in Washington, D.C. for fifteen years highlighted the symbolic importance of Social Security coverage when she proclaimed that Social Security inclusion would make her “occupation . . . more of a career than just work to support one’s body.”57 Labor standards, in short, conferred status along with standing in society, generating pride amongst the laborers.

Lucille Lewis, a member of the African American Domestic Workers Union from Washington, DC, testified on behalf of the National Board of the Young Women’s Christian Association, a leader in inter-racial efforts and a major advocate for improving domestic work in the U.S. and through its World organization:

If there were social security for household workers, the employers as well as the employees, would feel secure. . . . first, public assistance is not enough to survive on, and secondly, most people do not want public assistance. It is embarrassing to most people to receive something that they have not had a chance to contribute to; and also they feel that they have lost citizenship . . . . I feel that no household worker would object to a small amount being taken from his or her salary if they know that at a certain time they will be rewarded instead by living in dire need and possibly with no roof over their head.58

Such a statement relied on affective language: “secure,” “embarrassing,” “lost” and “dire.” It reflects the successful linkage of Social Security to the concept of insurance, contribution to citizenship, assistance to shame, dignity to that which is valued and recognized as labor and thus worthy of Social Security.

VI. FLSA

Debate over inclusion of domestic care workers as a class covered by the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) in the early 1970s illuminates the ways that affect intertwined with self-interest to keep down wages and conflate domestic work with homemaking and welfare, associated with laziness and immorality in the U.S.59 The refusal to see value in the care worker’s labor prolonged the political work of inclusion into labor standards, which the opposition of Southern Democrats had blocked since the late 1930s.60

The new feminism, which claimed housework as work, cleared the way for finally placing domestic work under labor law. The sending of the Equal Rights Amendment to the states for ratification led Senator Harrison Williams (D-New Jersey), the main proponent of these amendments, to claim, “It would be hypocritical . . . to deny an appreciable segment of the female work force, earning low wages,
an opportunity to share in the rewards of more meaningful employment.” During 1973 hearings, Edith Barksdale-Sloan of the National Committee on Household Employment, then a multi-racial coalition of domestic workers and middle class employers, cited increased demand, including the need for homemakers to aid invalid elderly people, to justify coverage of domestic workers under the law. Decent wages would bring “willing workers, skilled workers and respect and self respect” for “a demanding occupation requiring a variety of skills,” she argued.61

As historian Phyllis Palmer has explained, professional women allied themselves with civil rights and trade unionists to fight for amendments to FLSA in the early 1970s.62 These women were seeking their own coverage to gain access to relatively new equal pay provisions. President Richard Nixon vetoed initial efforts, but in 1972, the professional exemption ended and two years later in 1974, this labor-liberal-civil rights-feminist coalition brought household workers under FLSA.63

The figure of the housewife hovered over Congressional discussions on extending minimum wage and overtime coverage. As Labor Secretary Peter Brennan, a conservative craft unionist, testified before Congress,

Domestic service is in some aspects unique from other forms of employment. A householder who hires a maid typically has just so much budgeted for that purpose with no more available. She also has no opportunity to pass on any higher wage cost. It if comes down to it, the housewife can substitute her labor and that of other family members for the domestic. Few employers in other fields can do so.64

Senator Williams underscored the abjection that this exceptionalism elicited:

The lack of respect accorded domestics is in many ways an unfortunate reflection of the value we place on the traditional role of women in our society.

The housewife’s job has always been considered of secondary importance, even though it is the housewife who is entrusted with our most valuable resources and our most valuable material possession, our children and our home.

In hiring a domestic, most employers expect her to accept many of the responsibilities of the homemaker, thereby creating a situation in which a dollar value is being placed on her everyday duties.65

The assumption here was that the domestic worker substituted for the labor of the married woman, whose responsibility was to manage the home. Michigan Representative Martha Griffith (D), an equal rights feminist, also linked women with housework even as she countered those who refused to include paid household workers in the labor law. She explained, “What the gentleman really is saying is what that woman does in a home is of no worth. I should like to differ with him. What she does

63. Id.
64. See S. Comm, supra note 61, at 1814 (statement of Secretary Brennan).
65. See id. at 1818 (statement of Senator Williams).
in that home is a thing that makes life livable.” 66 New York’s feminist Congresswoman Bella Abzug (D-NY) further linked the low wages of the domestic worker to the unpaid labor of the housewife: she lambasted the assumption behind excluding live-in workers from overtime—“that they’re ‘part of the family’—but even if the ‘lady of the house’ works a 20-hour day for free, she should not expect her helper to do so. (This is one of the belated realizations that dawn on us women as the concept of our sisterhood grows.)” 67

Male legislators, like Republican Senators Peter Dominick of Arizona and Mr. Conservative Robert Taft of Ohio, expressed disdain for housework and for those who undertook its myriad tasks. They made their feelings palpable both in displaying paternalism toward housewives and describing household workers with contempt. They pictured home aides and domestic workers as sitting around, drinking cokes, and generally enjoying themselves with the family. 68

Supporters of the amendments, like New York’s “liberal” Republican Senator Jacob Javitz, also judged the labor as being stigmatizing. They portrayed domestic workers as women who “consider themselves demeaned, consider themselves servants, and that they are not entitled to the protection of the laws covering other workers.” 69 Provided treatment like any other worker, Jarvitz predicted, they would exhibit the same “pride” that his housekeeper did when she came under Social Security two decades before. 70 Similarly, the Director of the National Federation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs supported coverage of domestic workers but not without offering a dose of maternalism: “A servant status with all its connotations and paternalistic attitudes persists in this occupation,” she observed. 71 “The people who fill these jobs are the least able—financially and educationally—to urge for themselves this needed change.” 72

Household workers themselves made claims on the basis of human rights, citizenship, and the worth of their labor. They spoke with anger, demanding respect. They appreciated support but, following civil rights impact on their consciousness, insisted that they were not victims. New York leader Carolyn Reed later explained to the New York Times, “The reason that we have not gotten our rights as a paid person in the labor force is because men think they can get their wives or girlfriends to do the job without pay.” 73

---


70. Id. at 1702.


72. Id.

As historian Premilla Nadasen has shown, household workers argued for dignity and recognition because of their inherent worthiness. They were tired of being called by their first names and referred to as 'girl.' We don’t want to be asked all sorts of personal questions," testified Geneva Reid, chair of the House of Technicians of America, an offshoot of the National Committee on Household Employment. "And we don’t want to be expected to call our employers and our employers’ children ‘sir’ and ‘ma’am.’" For Reid and other workers, inclusion in FLSA would allow them "to individually seek a decent wage." Inclusion in the protections of the FLSA announced "that we too are entitled to the minimum wage offered to the other workers of the land; that our services, too, are of value to the society." Reid warned that without raising wages and improving conditions, the day would soon come with "the affluent and Congressmen cleaning up after themselves because the women of the household have become liberated and have joined the work force and will not have time to cook, clean, wash, iron, and take care of the children" and domestic workers would be nowhere to be found.

On the eve of inclusion in FLSA, sponsoring Senator Williams decried, "Many domestics are treated just as they were 150 years ago—as slaves." But the connection of black and immigrant women with domestic work and the devaluation of all women’s labor were not exactly the same. Black, and increasingly, immigrant women of color, were still associated with caring for other women’s homes and children, with their own motherhood devalued. Later debates over the welfare queen amply showed that the nation saw black women as unworthy of receiving support to provide for their own children but would rather compel them to work in low-waged service positions like home care as a condition of receiving public assistance. Indeed, since the 1960s, welfare reformers recommended creating care jobs for aid recipients but denied the value of the mothering of such women.

While opponents of minimum wages for domestics implied that forcing higher wages would push household workers out of jobs onto welfare, others linked declines in the availability of servants to the need to kick poor women of color off welfare so to increase the supply of cooks and cleaners. As Georgia Democrat Philip Landrum declared at a 1969 House hearing on welfare reform, "I find many people can’t get domestic help. Couldn’t domestics be taken off welfare?" During the FLSA hearings, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce charged that mandating minimum wages for domestic workers would make them too expensive for they were "marginal workers" that people could do without if the cost rose.

The consequence: increased welfare.

---

76. Boris & Klein, supra note 62, at 432.
77. Boris & Klein, supra note 11, at 94-97.
78. Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1973, 228 (statement of Robert T. Thompson (US Chamber of Commerce)); Memorandum from Clint Fair to Andy Bieniller on Social Insurance and Welfare Hearings, October 9, 1969, Collection 1, Box 54, folder 62, AFL-CIO Papers, George Meany Library and Archives, Silver Spring, Maryland.
79. Hearings before the General Subcomm., House 228 (1973) (Thompson testimony).
80. Id.
VII. **EXCLUSION OF HOME CARE WORKERS**

Just as domestic workers who lived outside of their employers homes gained coverage under 1974 Amendments to FLSA, home care workers became classified as "casual babysitters and companions for the aged and infirm."[^81] During hearings over the amendments, employers argued that mothers could not afford to hire these otherwise unemployable individuals and thus they would be forced to leave the labor force, causing shortages of secretaries, teachers and employees in other pink collar jobs.[^82] Thus, those who opposed paying household labor the minimum wage offered additional stories of hardship. They too drew upon discourses of affect. Allen Nixon of the Southern States Industrial Council countered advocates who stressed the poverty of uncovered workers with stories of invalids needing constant attention who were draining family resources. He deployed the example of his own mother-in-law whose physical impairment required domestic help. Appealing to others responsible for aging parents, he confessed, "her money is going to run out and I will have to take care of her. She has only one child, my wife." Paying minimum wage to a helper for someone unable to lift her hand cost too much.[^83]

Nixon was not alone. Senator Dominick paraded before the Senate a complaint from a Louisiana woman which claimed that having to pay a higher minimum wage would force her "to quit my job and go home to take care of my mother."[^84] According to this Louisiana woman, minimum wage for domestics would transform a tax earner into a moocher, like her employee who was "getting two meals a day (only one was authorized), and drinking coffee, soft drinks, or milk all day long AT MY EXPENSE."[^85] Whether the worker would prefer higher wages instead of the supplements of servitude was not recorded.

In reality, the babysitter was the teenage girl next door, not a family breadwinner who needed higher wages to support others; so too the elder sitter was a friend or neighbor whom they assumed would not be employed otherwise. But some child minders were workers, and so the Senate added "casual" to clarify the distinction between teenage babysitter and family breadwinner.[^86] But, in making the rules to implement the 1974 amendments, the U.S. Department of Labor extended companionship to include domestic workers employed by health or welfare agencies who spent no more than 20% of their time at housekeeping while assisting elderly individuals and people with disabilities with the fundamental activities of daily living, including toiletry, eating and ambulation. Prior to 1975, these


[^84]: Id.

[^85]: Id.

aides and personal assistants had come under the FLSA, but with this relief from paying overtime, a
for-profit home care industry began a phenomenal growth that continues.

Congress either had not caught up to the emergence of home care as a distinct occupation out of
earlier homemaker/choremaker publically financed programs or choose to ignore them to save Med-
icaid costs. Williams and others viewed home care as a question of need for care recipients rather than
a question of worker justice, not fully connecting domestic work with care work. 87 Here the devalua-
tion of women’s domestic labors led to the dismissal of a type of service work as real work. The defi-
nition of home care workers as elder companions under FLSA lingered for the next forty years, to be
finally overturned by the Obama Administration. The rule went into effect after court challenges in
2016. 88

As a society, it appears that we have worried about the comfort and quality of life of the recipient
of care, who could be ourselves in the future, more than the conditions of pay and working environ-
ment of those who provide care. This affective preference had pervaded Supreme Court deliberations
in Long Island Care at Home v. Evelyn Coke, in which Associate Justice Stephen Breyer worried whether
“millions of people” would be able to afford home care if they had to abide by the nation’s wage and
hour law. 89 “[A]ll over the country,” he declared, “it’s the family, the children, the grandchildren, an
aunt, an uncle, maybe a good friend, maybe they’re not even related, who is paying for a companion
for an old, sick person so they don’t have to be brought to an institution.” 90 Care as a labor of love here
became a rationale to ignore the conditions of care as employment.

California Governor Jerry Brown echoed Breyer when he rejected “The Domestic Workers Bill of
Rights” in 2012 (although he accepted a more limited bill the following year). Brown asked:

What will be the economic and human impact on the disabled or elderly person and their family
of requiring overtime, rest and meal periods for attendants who provide 24 hour care? What
would be the additional costs and what is the financial capacity of those taking care of loved
ones in the last years of life? Will it increase costs to the point of forcing people out of their
homes and into licensed institutions? 91

He worried about “the privacy of people’s homes,” which enforcement might violate, underscor-
ing the vitality of those old feelings about the home. 92 In foregrounding the concerns of receivers of
domestic and personal services, Brown nearly erased the very presence of the workers behind the bill
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and whose entitlement to minimum wage and decent work was at stake. Brown conflated home care workers under California’s In Home Supportive Service (IHSS) program with domestic workers hired by individuals or private agencies to claim that signing the bill would cost the state hundreds of millions of dollars, leading to reduced services. Leaving aside the validity of his claim that paying for overtime would hurt IHSS, Brown forgot that the “Bill of Rights” explicitly left out IHSS workers.

VIII. **NEW ORGANIZING**

New care worker organizing efforts reject the usual separation between work and love. This growing movement of domestic and care workers—cleaners, elder carers, home aides, and nannies—demands rights and recognition, but does so by “leading with love,” as Ai-jen Poo, the Director of the National Domestic Worker Alliance (NDWA), has declared. While demanding inclusion in existing labor standards, activists seek to construct a new social wage, to revalue reproductive labor and those who perform it and ensure we all receive care.

In launching “Caring Across the Generations” in 2011, organized domestic workers took a significant step “to build a more caring economy for all of us,” that is, to show the commonalities between the needs of providers and those of the receivers of care, for which domestic labor of all kinds is necessary. The general framework of the campaign appeals to the individual and her needs that are nonetheless social needs, an all-in-the-same-boat togetherness, that values responsibility and solidarity. “Join Caring Across Generations to build the system of quality, dignified care we all need to live fulfilling, independent lives,” the appeal goes—for “care is for life.”

The campaign has sought to improve the working conditions of long-term care workers and reaffirm the right of seniors and disabled people to receive care. In understanding that these rights must exist in a larger social and political context, Caring Across the Generations has spoken out against attacks against immigrants, those who are doing labors of love for too low pay.

Under a framework of interdependence, foreign to prevalent individualism and market solutions, traditional adversarial models of employer/employee appear less applicable to a form of intimate labor where strikes without replacements (from family or friends) can mean death. Overall, domestic workers seek to lead through an alternative way of bringing all of us into conversation and to join together to improve care and its delivery. But the questions remain: Can a politics of love counter the fear and scarcity central to this political moment? Can organizations built by women of color— for domestic workers and immigrant rights—re-signify the meaning of love in a society of violence, in
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which the loving domestic remains associated with the Southern mammy myth and a “one of the family” ideology that clouds wage theft and injuries of power between women hidden in the home? Can an appeal to a larger social good bypass individual self-interest? Can the rhetoric of love function as a term for solidarity to build a stronger coalition politics? The answers to these questions are being formulated through the continuing struggles of domestic and care workers to achieve recognition and rights.

IX. AFFECT ON THE GLOBAL STAGE

Domestic workers in the U.S. belonged to a worldwide surge in organizing that broke through the somber façade of the ILO to win Convention 189. Rather than repeat the story of that victory, here I emphasize the interplay between affect and legibility deployed in winning “decent work” as a norm. Appeals to the heart were among the most potent devices used to move delegates. Workers bore witnesses; personal testimony of exploitation and suffering made the case for inclusion in national labor standards, mandated by the Convention. Domestic workers had to confront two reigning discourses: that their work was inappropriate for ILO consideration and that they were victims, not agents, in need of rescue by governments and other workers who were already protected under the law. While rejecting the first portrait, they fed into the second when it advanced their cause.

It should be noted that the ILO is a tripartite organization, with worker, employer and government representation on all committees. Its annual International Labor Conference (ILC), where various conventions and other instruments are voted on, consists of country delegations with two government, one employer, and one worker delegate. The employer and worker delegates come from major associations, like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce or the AFL-CIO. In addition, there is a formal Employers group and a formal Workers group. The International Labor Office (the Office) of global civil servants runs the day-to-day activities of the organization, overseen by the elected Director-General and his assistants. The ILC also elects a Governing Body, which has government, worker, and employer members. The Office can admit civil society organizations—such as international trade union federations, human rights groups, and international feminist NGOs—to specific meetings of the ILC as observers with limited participation rights.

Previous conventions and non-binding recommendations passed by the ILC rarely applied to domestic workers. A few mention them, including Sickness Insurance (Industry) Convention, 1927 (No. 24); Medical Examination of Young Persons Recommendation, 1946 (No. 79); Employment Services Recommendation, 1948 (No. 83); and, most significantly, Maternity Protection Convention (Revised),

1952 (No. 103). But core standards relating to minimum age of employment (No. 33, No. 60, No. 138) and night work (No. 79, No. 171) allow signatory states to exempt domestic workers.99

In the late 1940s and early 1950s and again in the mid-1960s, the ILO discussed whether to address the domestic work sector, but ended up just studying its characteristics.100 While after WWII, it began to consider the care or family responsibilities of women employed elsewhere, only with the Nursing Personnel Convention, 1944 (No. 149) and accompanying Recommendation (No. 157) did the ILO address any form of care labor. Building off of research commissioned by its Social Protection Division, the ILO in the early 2000 recognized that care work, like household employment, existed as an occupation and thus required protocols and regulations, with care workers needing inclusion under social security.101 Only after passage of Convention 189 did the ILO proceed to consider the care economy, highlighting better conditions for paid household labor as necessary for other women to succeed in “the paid labour market in increasingly larger proportions and in breaking the glass ceiling.”102

X. EMPLOYER AND WORKER ARGUMENTS

Employers long had rejected action on domestic labor. Not only were there no organized employers to bargain with, they claimed that domestic work wasn’t applicable to international regulation because it just wasn’t “a matter in which international competition is likely to arise,” a Swiss Employer advisor explained in 1936.103 He declared, “The Employers’ representatives only represent employers in industry and commerce, and the question of domestic servants do not concern them.”104 When deliberating on a “Holidays with Pay” recommendation in 1954, employers stressed the personal relationship between servant and employer, as well as the process of individual settlement of conditions, as reasons for exclusion.105

Such arguments persisted into more recent discussions when the ILO finally addressed conditions of domestic work in 2010. Even while supporting some action, the Employers group questioned the wisdom of a convention. It felt that regulation “would not directly affect the private sector companies that were its members.”106 Warned Mr. K. Rahman from Bangladesh, “regulation might not always be the key to mitigating poor working conditions and abuse faced by domestic workers.” Rahman believed, “Regulatory measures were not necessarily applicable in all countries, and could be counter-
productive if they ignored ground-level realities," especially in countries with surplus workers. He essentially argued rights for domestic workers would lead to unemployment. Moreover, he doubted that the actual employers of these workers had "the legal expertise to comply with rigid rules set by international labour standards." Government delegate Halimah Yacob from Singapore, a receiving nation for migrant domestic workers, repeated the belief that this form of labor was different because it "differed from other types of paid work as employers did not hire domestic workers to increase their business profits, but rather to help in the household." The home remained a private sphere, but subsequent discussions over the convention showed that workers had rights there: to privacy; to leave during rest times and vacations; and even to negotiate where they resided.

In short, domestic work was unlike other forms of work. Indeed, the employers were "unique" for being "householders and families," and they too had rights, the right to privacy as the Employers group emphasized. Thus they sought to amend the final convention with a preamble paragraph

in order to provide a balanced picture of the context in which domestic work occurred: 'Considering the unique nature of domestic work in or for households, and the unique nature of those who engage domestic workers, the majority of whom act in an individual capacity, and who are householders, parents and/or have other caring responsibilities.'

The Workers group and some governments (Australia, the U.S. and Uruguay—the latter two with vigorous domestic worker organizations and the former represented by a sympathetic feminist) shot down this proposal. They countered that "domestic workers were also parents, sisters, and so on, and thus had similar concerns to those of employers of domestic workers" and not all domestic workers were care workers. The Employer group then withdrew this particular gambit. By the end of the negotiations, while the Employer group still insisted on an instrument that "did not unfairly impinge upon the rights of householders to conduct their family affairs," they "took a pragmatic view" and negotiated a convention that "would be practical, useful and capable of adoption by a majority of countries"—even if they voted against adoption.

During the 2010 International Labor Conference, where the ILO began its two-year deliberation on the issue, delegates spoke in terms of hardship, suffering, and exploitation. Malaysian Worker delegate Syed Mohamud evoked a venerable metaphor: "Let us resoundingly reject slavery in any form." The Holy See spoke of a double "risk:" domestic workers "come from the most disadvantaged segments of..."
society, with very limited resources for protection; and . . . their working environment leaves them open to exploitation.” A Worker delegate from India composed a picture of vulnerability, speaking of “extreme forms of exploitation,” “tragic plight,” being “helpless and downtrodden,” and undertaking “forced labour.” Even those who crafted their remarks in terms of rights, justice, and fairness cast domestic workers as damaged by being enclosed in “private homes” with “endless hours,” no rest days, and poor treatment. They were subject to sexual harassment and occupational and health hazards, with no recourse.

A year later, when the ILO passed the convention, the remarks of the Director General on “opening up a door to labour standards in the informal economy” could not be so easily dismissed. Speakers at the International Labor Conference mixed affect with rights talk. The Holy See’s Monseigneur Tomasi underscored the “global care chain, which is structurally built on the disruption of basic family relationships for all women involved,” which required “a ‘relational’ approach to the economic situation of women.” While he lamented the exchange of care for remittances as disrupting families, he embraced protections to obtain “the security that decent work desires and requires.”

Worker delegates found in “their blood and sweat to keep afloat the living standards of society as a whole” reason to extend labor standards. Domestic worker advocate Ida Le Blanc of Trinidad-Tobago, speaking at the beginning of the session when observers could take the floor, countered employers who saw 24-hour shifts solving the acute need of elderly people and those with disabilities by suggesting the hire of more workers for defined shifts. But, confirming the expectations placed on care, she added, “I doubt that many domestic workers would turn away and do nothing [to help a needy client]. It is not just about our duties as employees but about us as human beings, with a conscience just like anyone else. Why would we need legislation for such a situation?”

XI. Activist Strategies

Through consistent messaging, domestic worker activists, whose connection with NGO observers allowed them to be present, drew upon the rhetorical appeal and effectiveness of personal testimony to increase the likelihood of passing the convention. Organized as the International Domestic Worker Network (IDWN), they explained, “we want to reach the hearts of employers” and “leave the audience
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in tears.” Worker Vice-Chair of the Committee on Decent Work for Domestic Workers, Halimah Yacob of Singapore, already in 2010 had exhorted delegates to look “deep in your heart and your conscience” when voting.

Calls for justice at the ILC were laced with emotion. Shirley Pryce of the Jamaica Household Workers’ Association announced,

Our hearts are filled that we have reached such an historic moment. We, the domestic workers of the world, have before us the text . . . that recognizes us as workers with the fundamental rights of other workers. We have been overlooked for so long and now know that what is wrong will at last be set right.

Like Pryce, representatives from NGOs, including Defense for Children International, Anti-Slavery International, Migrant Forum in Asia, appealed to their own experience of abuse for the authority to speak during committee deliberations. Juana Flores of NDWA, who at the 2011 ILC attended as a Worker delegate, remembered, “That was an unforgettable experience. I realized every moment that, with my voice, I was speaking for all the workers in this sector.” For Flores had the honor of voting for “all the domestic workers in the United States.” She contrasted her “feeling of pride” with the humiliation that her mother had felt as a servant. The ILO experience reaffirmed that “[o]ur work is of great value, and has been for centuries. People could not do their work without our help. We are as necessary as any other worker.”

Leaders of the IDWN deployed gendered tropes to gain legibility as workers while appealing for inclusion in universal rights that too often had been labeled as exclusively male rights. They broke through the formal apparatus of the ILO by bringing social movement tactics to its staid halls and by marching in the streets of Geneva to publicize their cause. With allies from the Swiss labor movement and various NGOs, they stood at the “Broken Chair,” a symbol of the rights of people with disabilities, in front of the United Nations Building and “unfurled” a “giant apron,” a patchwork of squares signed by workers, brought from Hong Kong. They built solidarity through ending meetings by singing. They announced their presence known through wearing campaign colors and t-shirts with messages much as social movements do when entering public arenas without permission to talk. Along these lines, they deployed their bodies to express themselves in a space where non-delegates had no right to speak.

Voicing emotions ran counter to ILO protocol but electrified the proceedings. In doing so, worker advocates deployed affect but also re-inscribed women, and domestic workers in particular, as outsiders to the standards of global governance, even as they sought inclusion in labor standards. They were
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going against the rules of conduct set up by the ILO for the conduct of business and thus appeared as unruly, out of place, alien to the world of diplomacy and global civil society. But they had to appeal to the heart as well as the mind because formal channels of decision-making diminished their participation.

This use of affect to appeal to the employers of household workers, civil society, and government officials at the ILO resembled the strategy embraced by domestic worker associations in the United States, as we have seen. In the US, domestic workers appeared as outsiders insofar as they were immigrants rather than citizens, without legal standing, who had to rely on moral suasion and the fairness of their request. Claims of mutual interest—better work, better care—bolstered appeals to justice. But domestic workers in the United States also won political clout for passage of legislation insofar as state legislators represented communities where co-ethnics and allies could make the difference in electoral races. Thus, unlike the IDWN group at the ILO, domestic worker formations, like the California Domestic Worker Coalition, could find local political figures to introduce and push bills of rights formulated by the social movement. For IDWN, support of ILO officials and delegates was the closest equivalent. Such differentiation stems from institutional imperatives—the bureaucratic shape of an international body like the ILO compared to the organization of a state legislature.

XII. Conclusion

Should we dismiss love as a way of being and as a political strategy if we cannot overcome its association with that which is freely provided? Can emotion be a political tool to advance rights? In the political economy of the U.S., in an attempt to bring women employers onto the side of women workers, these have proven to be vital and strategic. At the ILO, appeals to the heart moved delegates.

In trying to re-signify the meaning of love away from the racialized mammy’s natural feelings to a social justice goal, we must remember the historical forces that led to the conflation of the domestic with the home care worker and then separated the two by designating the home aide as an elder companion. Public policies made home care into a low-wage job for poor women of color. Domestic workers might be “the oil in the wheels” of the global economy, as Tanzanian trade unionist Vicky Kanyoka reminded the 2010 ILC:

It is our work in households that enables others to go out and be economically active . . . it is us who take care of your precious children and your sick and elderly; we cook your food to keep you healthy and we look after your property when you are away.

Yet too often households took for granted that oil for their wheels as they failed to compensate more than a bare wage.

Until those providing reproductive labor are recognized in law and social policy as well as daily interactions as workers, love will not be enough. In a changing global economy, where workers and capital are mobile, and fewer employers take responsibility for labor conditions, however, law also
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may not be enough. The self-organization of workers in either case has become essential in keeping their requirements for decent work before the public. By emphasizing interdependence, how we depend on each other, they have the best chance of any to break through the ideological individualism and individual blame of our day.